DLP #8
1. My sister in law who is a 4-H leader explained, “Head heart ,hands,
and health these are what the four Hs in 4-H stand for.”
2. Manhattan island the smallest County in the United States. It is also
the most populous. (ain’t that something?)

DLP #9
1. My Uncle learned me that “the t in the expression fit to a tee comes
from the T-square.” A tool carpenter’s use to make sure
measurements are accurate.

2. The state of Texas has had the following 6 National flags flying over
it. Spain France Mexicao the republic of Texas the confederate
states of America and the United States of America

DLP #10
1. One of the intresting tidbits we learned in History
class (My favorite subject). Is that jeans are a byproduct of the gold rush of 1849.
2. George Washington Carver, born a slave during the
civil war introduced crop rotation to poor farmers in
the rural south, and discovered alot of uses for
peanuts, soybeans and sweet potatoes.

DLP #11
1. In the 1905 Football Season, 18 players were killed,
president Theodore Roosevelt established the
national collegiate athletic association ncaa to make
the game safer.
2. The book of genesis, which is honored by jews,
muslims, and christians alike, contains a detailed
description of Noah’s Ark, the battleship Oregon was
built to the same meashurements.

DLP #12
1. Whenever aunt Corrie who lives in the western
suburbs of Chicago gets asked how to get to lake
Michigan, she says drive straight East untill you fall
in.
2. The song the daring young man on the flying trapeze
was written about Jules Leotard, a French trapeze
artist, his second claim to fame was the tight fitting
garment that was named after him.

DLP #13
1. Their more than 1,000,000 differant kinds of insects
in the world, they comprise seventy-eight % of all
creatures, and together weigh twelve times more
than the combined weight of all humans.
2. In crisis that involve injurys too muscles and
ligaments, remember the acronym RICE the 4 letters
stand four rest, ice, compression, and elevation.

